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Abstract

A support vector machine (SVM) is a novel classifier based on the statistical learning theory. To increase the performance of classi-
fication, the approach of SVM with kernel is usually used in classification tasks. In this study, we first attempted to investigate the per-
formance of SVM with kernel. Several kernel functions, polynomial, RBF, summation, and multiplication were employed in the SVM
and the feature selection approach developed [Hermes, L., & Buhmann, J. M. (2000). Feature selection for support vector machines. In
Proceedings of the international conference on pattern recognition (ICPR’00) (Vol. 2, pp. 716–719)] was utilized to determine the impor-
tant features. Then, a hypertension diagnosis case was implemented and 13 anthropometrical factors related to hypertension were
selected. Implementation results show that the performance of combined kernel approach is better than the single kernel approach. Com-
pared with backpropagation neural network method, SVM based method was found to have a better performance based on two epide-
miological indices such as sensitivity and specificity.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The support vector machine (SVM) is a promising clas-
sification technique proposed by Vapnik and his group at
AT&T Bell Laboratories (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995). SVM
is a good tool for the two classifications. It can separate
the classes with a particular hyperplane which maximizes
a quantity called the margin. The margin is the distance
from a hyperplane separating the classes to the nearest
point in the dataset. The advantage of maximum margin
criterion is its robust characteristic against noise in data,
and making a solution unique for linearly separable prob-
lems. In addition, it is important that the SVM with a the-
oretically strong support is based on the statistical learning
theory framework. An important finding of the statistical
learning theory is that the generalization error can be
bound by the sum of the empirical error and term, which
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depends on the VC dimension that characterizes the
complexity of the approximating function class (Pardo &
Sberveglieri, 2005; Vapnik, 1998).

SVM has been extensively used as a classification tool
with a great deal of success in a variety of area from object
recognition (Oren, Papageorgiou, Sinha, Osuna, & Poggio,
1997) to classification of cancer morphologies (Mukherjee
et al., 1999). In addition, it has also been successfully
applied to a number of real-world problems such as hand-
written characters and digit recognition (Cortes & Vapnik,
1995; Scholkopf, 1997; Vapnik, 1995), face detection
(Osuna et al., 1997) and speaker identification (Schmidt,
1996).

Features are called attributes, properties, variables, or
characteristics. Feature selection (the so-called variable
selection) has become the focus of much research in the
area of application for which datasets with tens or hundred
of thousands of variables are available. Feature selection
problems are found in many machine learning tasks includ-
ing classification, regression, time series prediction, etc. An
appropriate feature selection can enhance the effectiveness
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and domain interpretability of an inference model. Liu and
Motoda (1998) indicated that the effect of feature selection
are (1) to improve performance (speed of learning, predic-
tive accuracy, or simplicity of rules); (2) to visualize the
data for model selection; and (3) to reduce dimensionality
and remove noise. The universal algorithms of feature
selection are often divided into three lines: filters, wrappers,
and embedded (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Kohavi & John,
1997). Both wrappers and filters have encountered some
success with induction tasks, but they can be very compu-
tationally expensive for tasks with a larger number of
variables. Although the embedded method has lower com-
putational cost compared with the above, the exhaustive
search is not good for dealing with the large features.
Simply stated, these three methods may suffer from a block
of wasting computational cost when variables are too large.

Although the approach of the SVM with kernel function
is useful for classification, its performance must be
improved, especially for complex data. This is particularly
important for people who want to obtain a high level of
accuracy in advanced areas such as precision engineering
and medical diagnosis. In addition to accuracy, feature
selection is another substantial issue for classification.
Although feature selection offers many advantages, it
may face the risks of accuracy decreasing or over-fitting.
Thus, how to achieve/keep the expected classification per-
formance and avoid the risks in feature selection is an
important consideration.

In this study, we attempt to investigate the theory and
application of classifier support vector machine. First the
SVM with polynomial kernel, Gaussian Radius Base Func-
tion kernel (the so-called RBF kernel) and combined ker-
nels are experimented in this study, respectively. Next,
feature selection for SVM is also discussed. We apply the
idea of Hermes and Buhmann (2000) to develop our
method. This is a feature selection strategy which defines
scores for available features on the basis of a single training
run, and provides users ease in computation. Finally, a case
study – hypertension diagnosis is implemented by the pro-
posed approach and the relevant epidemiological discus-
sion is also provided.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the related researches including rel-
evant kernel functions and feature selection approaches.
The methodology utilized in this study is presented in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach using various real-world datasets.
Next, a case-study (hypertension diagnosis) is described
in Section 5. Finally, we provide conclusions and some
future works in Section 6.

2. Related works

2.1. Kernels and its properties

In the last few years, Kernel function from kernel meth-
ods (Aronszajn, 1950) have become one of the most popu-
lar approaches to learning from examples with many
potential applications in science and engineering (Cristia-
nini & Taylor, 2000; Scholkopf, 1997; Scholkopf, Smola,
& Muller, 1998; Vapnik, 1998). Kernel functions of the
form k(x1, x2) = u(x1) Æ u(x2), where Æ is an inner product
and u is in general, a nonlinear mapping from input space
X onto feature space Z. In fact, the kernel function k is
directly defined. u and the feature space Z are simply
derived from its definition. Kernel substitution of the inner
product can be applied for generating SVM for classifica-
tion based on margin maximization (Sanchez, 2003). In
other words, SVM find a hyperplane in a space different
from that of the input data x. It is a hyperplane in a feature
space induced by a kernel k. Through the kernel k, the
hypothesis space is defined as a set of ‘‘hyperplanes’’ in
the feature space induced by k. We can also say that the
fundamental concept of the kernel method is deformation
of the vector (lower) space itself to higher dimensional
space. Often, a higher dimension is clearer to classify than
a low dimension.

Definition of positive definite kernel (Scholkopf & Smola,
2002).

Let X be a nonempty set. A function k on X · X which
for all m 2 N and all x1. . .,xm 2 v gives rise to a positive
definite Gram matrix is called a positive definite (pd)
kernel. Often, we shall refer to it simply as a kernel.

The use of a kernel function is an attractive computa-
tional shortcut. To use this approach, we first need to cre-
ate a complicated feature space, and then work out what
the inner product in that space would be, and finally find
a direct method for computing that value in terms of the
original inputs. In practice, the approach taken is to define
a kernel function directly, hence implicitly defining the fea-
ture space. In this way, we avoid the feature space not only
in the computation of inner products, but also in the design
of the learning machine itself (Cristianini & Taylor, 2000).
We argue that defining a kernel function for an input space
is frequently more natural than creating a complicated fea-
ture space. However, we must first determine what proper-
ties of a function k(x, x 0) are necessary to ensure that it is a
kernel for some feature space (Cristianini & Taylor, 2000).
Clearly, the function must be symmetric,

kðx; x0Þ ¼ h/ðxÞ � /ðx0Þi ¼ h/ðx0Þ � /ðxÞi ¼ kðx0; xÞ ð2:1Þ

and satisfy the inequalities following the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality,

kðx; x0Þ2 ¼ h/ðxÞ � /ðx0Þi2 6 k/ðxÞk2k/ðx0Þk2

¼ h/ðxÞ � /ðxÞih/ðx0Þ � /ðx0Þi
¼ kðx; xÞðx0; x0Þ ð2:2Þ

However, these conditions are not sufficient to guaran-
tee the existence of a feature space. In practice, it should
provide a characterization of Mercer’s theorem of when a
function k(x, x 0) is a kernel (Cristianini & Taylor, 2000).
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The Mercer’s theorem. (Mercer, 1909) Let K(x, x 0) be a

continuous symmetric kernel that is defined in the closed

interval a 6 x 6 b and likewise for x0. The kernel K(x,x 0) can

be expanded in the series

Kðx; x0Þ ¼
X1
i¼1

ki/iðxÞ/iðx0Þ

With positive coefficients, ki > 0 for all i. For this expansion

to be valid and for it to converge absolutely and uniformly, it

is necessary and sufficient that the conditionZ a

b

Z a

b
Kðx; x0ÞwðxÞwðx0Þdxdx0 P 0

holds for all w(Æ) for whichZ a

b
w2ðxÞdx <1

The functions /i(x) are called eigenfunctions and the ki are
called eigenvalues. The fact that all of the eigenvalues are
positive means that the kernel K(x, x 0) is a positive definite
(Haykin, 1999).
2.2. Feature selection

Features are called attributes, properties, variables, or
characteristics. Feature selection is a process by which a
sample in the measurement space is described by a finite
and usually smaller set of number classed features. The fea-
tures become components of the pattern space. Feature
selection is regarded as a procedure to determine which
variables (attributes) are to be measured either first or last.
Guyon and Elisseeff (2003) indicated that there are many
potential benefits of feature selection: facilitating data visu-
alization and data understanding, reducing the measure-
ment and storage requirements, reducing training and
utilization times, and defying the curse of dimensionality
to improve prediction performance.

The universal algorithms of feature selection are often
divided into three lines: wrappers, filters and embedded
(Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Kohavi & John, 1997). Both
wrappers and filters do this work by selected subsets of
variables. Wrappers approach is one of the subset selection
methods. It assesses subsets of variables according to their
usefulness to a given predictor. The filters approach is a
preprocessing step, independent of the choice of the predic-
tor. Obviously, the exhaustive search in these two
approaches can conceivably be performed, if the number
of variables is not too large. However, the problem is
known to be NP-hard (Amaldi & Kann, 1998) and the
search becomes quickly computationally intractable. They
may suffer from a block of wasting computational cost
when variables are too large. As for embedded method, it
is a machine learning algorithm that returns a model using
a limited number of features. Similar to wrappers, it mea-
sures feature subset usefulness, but it has a lower computa-
tional cost. In addition to these algorithms of feature
selection, variable ranking is as a principal or auxiliary
selection mechanism because of its simplicity, scalability,
and good empirical success. Several papers (Caruana &
de Sa, 2003; Weston, Elisseff, Schoelkopf, & Tipping,
2003) in this issue use variable ranking as a baseline
method. Furthermore, the information theoretic ranking
criterion is also a common approach for variable classifica-
tion (Dhillon, Mallea, & Kumar, 2003; Torkkola, 2003).
2.2.1. Wrappers approach
A wrappers model consists of two phases (Liu &

Motoda, 1998):

Phase 1 – feature subset selection, which selects the best
subset using a classifier’s accuracy (on the training
data) as a criterion.

Phase 2 – learning and testing, a classifier is learned from
the training data with the best feature subset,
and is tested on the test data.

The wrappers approach consists of using the prediction
performance of a given learning machine to assess the rel-
ative usefulness of subsets of variable. When feature sub-
sets are generated for each subset of feature, a classifier is
generated from the data with chosen features. If the num-
ber of variables is not too large, an exhaustive search can
conceivably be performed. However, the problem is to
make it NP-hard (Amaldi & Kann, 1998).

Although wrappers approach are often criticized to be a
‘‘brute force’’ method which causes a required massive
amount of computation, some of the researchers have dif-
ferent opinions. In this regard, Reunanen (2003) indicated
that coarse search strategies may alleviate the problem of
over-fitting. In addition, Greedy search strategies are good
against over-fitting. Forward selection and backward elimi-

nation are two usages in these strategies. In forward selec-
tion, variables are progressively incorporated into larger
and larger subsets, whereas in backward elimination, one
starts with the set of all the variables and progressively
eliminates the least promising ones. However, either for-
ward selection or backward elimination requires time-
consuming computation when the variable is very large
(Kohavi & John, 1997).
2.2.2. Filters approach

Filters approach is built on the intrinsic properties of the
data, not on a bias of particular classifier. The essence of
filters is to seek the relevant features and to eliminate the
irrelevant ones. According the classification guideline of
Kohavi and John (1997), the preprocessing step of filters
approach is to determine the independent of the choice of
the predictor. Still, it may be optimal under certain inde-
pendence of orthogonality assumption, with respect to a
given predictor.

A filters model of feature selection also consists of two
phases (Liu & Motoda, 1998):
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Phase 1 – feature selection using measures such as infor-
mation, distance, dependence, or consistency,
and no classifier is engaged in this phase.

Phase 2 – is the same as in the wrappers model, a classifier
is learned on the training data with the selected
features, and tested on the test data.

In addition to the characteristic that is built on the
intrinsic properties of the data, the filters approach has
other characteristics as follows:

1. Measuring information gains, distance, dependence, or
consistency is usually cheaper than measuring accuracy
of a classifier, so a filters method can produce a subset
faster, with other things being equal.

2. Because of the simplicity of the measures and low time
complexity, a filters method can handle larger sized data
than a classifier can; so in the case where a classifier can-
not directly be learned from the large data, it can be
used to reduce data dimensionality so that the classifier
can be learned from the data with reduced dimensional-
ity. However, there is a danger that the features selected
by a filters model cannot allow a learning algorithm to
fully exploit its bias.

Compared with wrappers, filters are faster. In addition,
some filters provide a generic selection of variables that are
not tuned for a given learning machine. It is an advantage
to note that the filters approach can be used as a preprocess-
ing step to reduce space dimensionality and over-fitting.

2.3. SVM-based feature selection and variable ranking

The SVM-RFE (recursive feature elimination) algo-
rithm has been recently proposed by Guyon, Weston,
Barnhill, and Vapnik (2002) for selecting genes that are rel-
evant for a cancer classification problem. The object of this
method is to find a subset of size r among d variables
(r < d), which maximizes the performance of the predictor.
This method is a backward sequential selection approach.
One starts with all the features and removes one feature
at a time until only r features are left. The removed variable
is the one whose removal minimizes the variation of kwk2.
In other words, this method is similar to neural networks in
the sense that the ranking criterion is the sensitivity of kwk2

with respect to a variable (Rakotomamonjy, 2003).
In addition to SVM-RFE, several algorithms for feature

selection based on SVM have been developed. For
instance, users can minimize the R2w2 bound to find the
best variable subset (Weston et al., 2001). For this crite-
rion, the method differs from that of Rakotomamonjy’s
(2003) in the variable space search algorithm. In fact,
instead of using a greedy algorithm, they use a gradient
descent to minimize the bound with respect to a scaling
vector associated to variables.

In fact, variable ranking or feature ranking is a neces-
sary process for feature selection. Hence, the ranking crite-
rion always affects the result of feature selection. Most
researches agree in connection with the bound L error
(Weston et al., 2001) and used the radius/margin bound
for feature selection using a gradient descent algorithm.

2.4. L–J method

In 2000, Lothar Hermes and Joachim M. Buhmann pro-
posed a strategy to rank individual components according
to their influence on the decision hyperplane. The L–J
method is an appellation gathered by authors’ first name.
The L–J method is an approach to select suitable subsets
of features to replace original attributes. It is a selection
approach that defines scores for the available features at
training. The strategy ranks the features according to their
influence on the decision hyperplane. The influence of the
jth feature is evaluated by the angle between $f(x) and ej.
In other words, this method provides a mechanism of fea-
ture ranking by aj that is the angle between $f(x) and ej.
The aj is defined as follows:

ajðxiÞ ¼ min
b2f0;1g

bpþ ð�1Þb arccos
ðrf ðxÞÞTej

krf ðxÞk

 !( )
ð2:3Þ

Values aj(xi) � p represent that the feature j has a weak
influence on the assignment f(x) of x. Small values (which
are close to zero) indicate that feature j is important. In
addition to aj, Hermes and Buhmann provide another in-
dex ~aj to rank the features. In this part, they added the
number of points in order to permit some error on support
vectors. They included all vectors within a d-region around
the support vectors, choosing the points xi satisfies
jf(xi) � 1j < d. Let Id be the indices set of all training vec-
tors which match the condition abbreviate aj(xi) by aij.
To evaluate the influence of the jth component of all sup-
port vectors, Hermes and Buhmann define ~aj 2 ½0; 1� which
averages the angles aij over i 2 Ie:

~aj ¼ 1� 2

p
�

P
i2Ie

aij

jI ej
ð2:4Þ

In summary of the above, users can use an index ~aj to rank
the features, supposing that the number of margin vectors
is quite small. Users can drop the unimportant feature if its
~aj is smaller (Hermes & Buhmann, 2000).

Compared with wrappers and filters approaches, L–J
method is a feature selection strategy which defines scores
for available features on the basis of a single training run,
and is easy for users to compute. In addition, this method
may avoid general problems such as over-fitting and decrease
in accuracy when the feature selection is implemented.

3. Methodology

3.1. Selected kernel functions

Several investigations (Wang, Li, & Xu, 2004; Yao et al.,
2005) indicate that the kernel functions are useful for
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classification. For example, some researches show that
SVM with polynomial kernel provide a good performance
for prediction and classification (Wang et al., 2004); some
researches indicate that SVM with RBF kernel has stronger
ability for classification (Dong, Cao, & Lee, 2005; Hammer
& Gersmann, 2003; Lukas et al., 2004; Yao et al., 2005).
These kernel functions were selected in this study to gener-
ate SVM for classification. They are described as follows:

(1) Polynomial Kernel

kP ¼ kðxi; x
0Þ ¼ ðaþ bhxi � x0iÞd ð3:1Þ

where a and b are constants and its degree is d. For

this kernel, there are
nþ d � 1
d

� �
distinct feature,

being all monomials up to and including degree d

and the number of attributes n in an instance of the
data set. A special case of this kernel a = 0 and
b = d = 1 forms a linear kernel.

(2) Gaussian Radius Base Function (RBF) kernel

kG ¼ kðxi; x
0Þ ¼ exp � 1

c
kxi � x0k2

� �
ð3:2Þ

where c is kernel width and it is 2r2. The kernel width
common to all the kernels is specified a priori by the
user.

(3) Combined kernel
As the polynomial kernel function owns the advan-
tage of changing the degree d in the feature space
(see Eq. (3.1)) and Gaussian RBF kernel is in itself
a normalized kernel (see Eq. (3.2)), the kernel kP

and kG can be employed to develop the combined
kernels, kP+G and kPÆG.

First, to simplify the tasks of the classification process,
parameter a was ignored and parameter b was set at 1.
We can rewrite Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) as follows:

kP ðxi; xÞ ¼ ðhxi � xiÞd ð3:3Þ

where d is its degree and is adjustable.

kGðxi; xÞ ¼ exp � 1

2c
kxi � xk2

� �
ð3:4Þ

where c is kernel width and c is adjustable.
Consequently, the kernel function kP+G is defined as

follows:

kPþGðxi; xÞ ¼ ðhxi � xiÞd þ exp � 1

2c
kxi � xk2

� �� �
ð3:5Þ

The kernel function kPÆG is defined as follows.

kP �Gðxi; xÞ ¼ ðhxi � xiÞd : exp � 1

2c
kxi � xk2

� �� �
ð3:6Þ

As a result, the SVM decision functions using kernels, kP+G

and kPÆG, can be rewritten in the following:
f ðxÞ ¼ sign
XMs

i¼1

aiyikPþGðxi;xÞ þ b

 !
ð3:7Þ

f ðxÞ ¼ sign
XMs

i¼1

aiyikP �Gðxi; xÞ þ b

 !
ð3:8Þ

Either the kernel kP+G or kPÆG is satisfied with the charac-
terization of Mercer’s theorem.

3.2. Feature selection for the SVM using the L–J Method

We apply the L–J method to our selected kernels. The
feature selection procedure is described as follows:

Step 1: Construct a support vector machine structure g(x)
with a given training set by using complete data
components.

Step 2: Compute the gradient of g(x) at position x, and the
so-called $g(x).

Step 3: Select the kernel functions into the gradient of g(x)
at position x.

Step 4: Implement the task of project of the unit vector ej

on $g(x).
Step 5: Estimate the importance of separate feature compo-

nents to g(x) by the influence.
If the margin has quite small support vectors, we
should proceed with step 6. Otherwise, the proce-
dure of feature selection ends here.

Step 6: Rank the features by ~aj ¼ 1� 2
p �
P

i2Ie
aij

jIej , ~aj 2 ½0; 1�.

4. Illustration

We have discussed the underlying principle in the
design of kernel-based support vector machine. However,
to make the algorithm practical for various problems,
we have to describe by several datasets. Therefore, we
devote this section to a description of the implementation
details.

4.1. Datasets

A total of three datasets, hyperlipidemia, liver disease
and renal disease were collected from the Department of
Health Examination from those seeking an annual physical
health check-up at Chang Gung Memorial Hospital in
Tao-Yuan, Taiwan. Thirty-two anthropometrical data
were measured by the whole body scanner employing the
independent variables. The dependent variable was that
subjects suffer or do not suffer from the disease in each
set of the disease data. In addition to the medical data, nine
data sets from the UCI repository (Blake & Merz, 1998)
were used. These datasets were census income, shuttle,
mushroom, letter, ionosphere, vehicle silhouettes, spam-
base, vowel, and sonar.
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Among the 12 datasets, seven were considered as the lar-
ger ones, as each contained more than 5000 samples
(Oyang, Hwang, Ou, Chen, & Chen, 2005). The remaining
five datasets were considered as the smaller ones. Before
our experiment, we had worked some data preprocess
including eliminating of missing value and normalizing
the row data. The meta-data including the number of fea-
tures, classes, cases and feature style, are represented in
Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1
The meta-data of the larger data sets

Features Data style Class Cases

Shuttle 9 c 7 14,500
Census_income 14 c, d 2 32,561
Mushroom 22 d 2 8124
Letter 16 c 26 15,000
HyperLipidemia 33 c 2 6000
Liver disease 33 c 2 6000
Renal disease 33 c 2 6000

c: Continuous; d: discrete.

Table 2
The meta-data of the smaller data sets

Features Data style Class Cases

Sonar 60 c 2 208
Ionosphere 34 c 2 351
Vehicle 18 c 4 846
Spambase 57 c 2 4601
Vowel 13 c, d 11 990

c: Continuous; d: discrete.

Table 3
The accuracy of feature selection for the SVM using the L–J method (larger d

Dataset Kernel

Full (100%)

kP kG kP+G kP

Shuttle 98.2 95.5 96.8 9
Census_income 75 71.5 74 7
Mushroom 100 99.73 99.73 10
Letter 86.75 90.75 87.5 9
HyperLipidemia 51.92 68.06 69 6
Liver disease 73.5 73.5 77 7
Renal disease 78.58 78.5 82 8

Average 80.56 82.51 83.72 8
(Standard deviation) (16.49) (12.65) (11.55) (1

Reduced (50%)

Shuttle 91.5 91.41 91.5 9
Census_income 68.5 69.5 78 7
Mushroom 98.82 99.73 99.73 9
Letter 67.5 73 73.5 7
HyperLipidemia 50.25 67 68.5 6
Liver disease 72 72 73 7
Renal disease 75 70 78 7

Average 74.8 77.52 80.32 8
(Standard deviation) (16.12) (12.71) (11.2) (1
4.2. Implementation results

In this study, four kernels, polynomial (kP), RBF (kG),
summation (kP+G), and multiplication (kPÆG) were
employed to construct the SVM models. Firstly, the full
SVM models were established. In order to simplify the pro-
cess of classification, the parameter a was set at 0, and b

was set at 1 in the polynomial kernel. We only changed
the degree d. As for the RBF kernel, it remained in its ori-
ginal form, i.e. kernel width c could be changed. In our
experiment, parameter d was set between 2 and 10. Param-
eter c was set at 10�3, 10�2, 10�1, 100, 101, 102, respectively.
Secondly, the kernels were applied to L–J method for fea-
ture selection. The optimal parameter settings were
employed in SVM modeling for L–J feature selection. Note
that as the data were of two classes, we can use the original
SVM technique. If the data are more than two classes, the
SVM model is worked by multi-class, one against one
process.

The average accuracies of the classification for the seven
larger data sets and five smaller data sets are shown in
Tables 3 and 4. Their standard deviations are listed in
the brackets. The two tables indicated that the combined
kernel kPÆG (polynomial multiplies RBF kernel) has better
performance than the other approaches. After feature
selection (from 75% to 25%), the kernel kPÆG also showed
a better performance both in larger and smaller data. In
the larger data, the combined kernel kP+G showed a better
performance than the polynomial and RBF kernel. The
result in the smaller data was the same as that in the larger
one. Furthermore, the kernel kPÆG almost had the lowest
standard deviation among the four approaches in the larger
ata sets)

Reduced (75%)

ÆG kP kG kP+G kPÆG

5.5 98.4 98.2 99.8 98.8
5.8 69.6 71.6 71.6 76
0 96.8 98.2 98 98.8
0.75 81.25 81 83 83
9 50.83 67.83 70 69.5
7 71.13 71.13 75.5 76.5
2 76.25 72.13 81.75 80.38

4.29 77.75 80.01 82.81 83.28
1.39) (16.53) (13.06) (12) (11.4)

Reduced (25%)

5.5 81.4 82.6 81.4 82.8
2.5 72 73.6 72 74
9.73 100 99.89 100 99.92
9 46.5 52.5 52 57.5
8.86 48.5 62.5 61.83 62.38
5 62.5 71.25 60.25 71.75
8.5 69.4 63.94 74.75 72.88

1.3 68.61 72.33 71.75 74.46
1.74) (18.67) (15.43) (15.92) (13.91)



Table 4
The accuracy of feature selection for the SVM using the L–J method (smaller data sets)

Dataset Kernel

Full Reduced (75%)

kP kG kP+G kPÆG kP kG kP+G kPÆG

Sonar 88.1 88.1 92.86 95.23 85.71 88.1 88.1 95.23
Ionosphere 84.29 84.29 91.43 91.43 74.28 75.71 88.57 91.43
Vehicle 79.3 82.84 79.3 85.8 78.85 77.51 78.25 83.25
Spambase 94.5 94.5 94.5 95 92.5 94 91.5 94
Vowel 90.91 98.98 99.49 99.49 88.43 94.47 92.13 95

Average 87.42 89.74 91.52 93.39 83.95 85.96 87.71 91.78
(Standard deviation) (5.88) (6.86) (7.48) (5.11) (7.34) (8.92) (5.57) (5)

Reduced (50%) Reduced (25%)

Sonar 76.19 78.57 85.71 88.1 78.57 76.2 85.71 85.71
Ionosphere 71.42 78.57 85.71 90 72.86 77.14 82.56 88.57
Vehicle 78.1 72.19 78.1 80.47 69.29 69.41 72.92 79.51
Spambase 90.8 93.4 92 94.4 87.5 86.8 88 89.75
Vowel 84.48 93.93 89.39 94.94 44.44 39.71 44.95 45.51

Average 80.2 83.33 86.18 89.58 70.53 69.85 74.83 77.81
(Standard deviation) (7.55) (9.79) (5.24) (5.86) (16.13) (17.95) (17.66) (18.49)
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data. In the smaller data set, the kernel kPÆG performed
well.
Table 5
Classification of blood pressure for adults aged 18 and older (NHPEP,
2002)
4.3. Discussion

In our experiment, it seems that the kernel kPÆG is supe-
rior to the other approaches. The reason for this may be
because the kernel kPÆG has some functions by changing
degree and adjusting width at the same time, which seems
to increase the classification performance. However, the
influences of these functions are not significant in the other
kernels. Next, we show the results with 100%, 75%, 50%,
and 25% features after feature selection by twelve data sets.
Obviously, the performance of classification decrease fol-
lows the number of features reduced. It is interesting to
note that the more the number of classes there was, the lar-
ger the decreasing percentage of classification was noted.

As for feature selection process, many investigators con-
sider that the most straightforward idea is to use a leave-
one-out procedure or a cross-validation set to assess the
generalization error with regard to the number of features
and choose the number of attributes which minimizes the
test error. It was deemed to be unfavorable for the compu-
tation. Compared with this process, L–J method just selects
variables by index influence (aj) and avoids this predica-
ment. However, kernel selection in L–J method plays an
important role and greatly affects the performance of
classification.
Category Systolic (mm Hg) Diastolic (mm Hg)

Optimal <120 and <80
Normal <130 and <85
High-normal 130–139 or 85–89
Hypertension

Stage 1 140–159 or 90–99
Stage 2 160–179 or 100–109
Stage 3 P180 or P110
5. Application

In this section, a real-case from medical diagnosis is pre-
sented. We will show that the L–J method using SVM with
the selected kernel function can be applied to reduce the
attributes by a hypertension diagnosis via anthropometri-
cal data. Further explanation and discussion will likewise
be provided.

5.1. Problem description

Hypertension is a major disease and is a significant
cause of death all over the world. The relevant researches
show that the cardiovascular disease is an important risk
causing hypertension (Jeppesen, Hein, Suadicani, &
Gyntelberg, 2000; Mykkane et al., 1997). As defined by
the National High Blood Pressure Education Program
(NHPEP), hypertension can be summarized as shown in
Table 5.

Recently, syndrome X has been investigated more and
more (Chen et al., 2000a). In fact, there is a significant rela-
tionship between body size and syndrome X (Lin, Chiou,
Weng, Tsai, & Liu, 2002). Hence, it is feasible to explore
the relation between hypertension and body size via syn-
drome X indirectly.

In the past, the human body size is measured by the
worker with his experience. The drawback of this approach
is that it is not accurate and time consuming. Hence, 3D
anthropometrical measure prevails in this area. There
are many advantages related to this measure, such as
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convenience and time saving. In addition, this technique
can be employed to medical diagnosis.

A memorial hospital in Taiwan has dealt with disease
diagnosis for several years. Recently, they provide a whole
body 3D scanning technique for patients in their Depart-
ment of Health Examination. The purpose of the techniques
is to explore the relationship between the body size and
some chronic disease by some three-dimensional body
surface anthropometrical scanning data. In fact, too many
anthropometrical data collected from this equipment and
as listed on the diagnosis make the more difficulty of
explanation for the physicians. Hence, how to reduce the
unimportant or noisy features is necessary. Here, we imple-
ment a hypertension diagnosis using the proposed approach
for feature selection.

5.2. Implementation

A total of 32 anthropometrical items were collected
from the hospital’s 3D whole body data bank. These data
included height, weight, head circumference, breast circum-
ference, waist circumference, hip circumference, left upper
arm circumference, right upper arm circumference, left
forearm circumference, right forearm circumference, right
thigh circumference, left thigh circumference, right leg cir-
cumference, left leg circumference, breast width, waist
width, hip width, breast profile area, hip profile area, vol-
ume of head, surface area of head, volume of trunk, surface
area of trunk, volume of left arm, surface area of left arm,
volume of right arm, surface area of right arm, volume of
left leg, surface of left leg, volume of right leg, and surface
area of right leg. In addition to these measurements, the
subjects’ age and gender were collected as well. Further-
more, the patients who suffered from hypertension were
noted.

A total of 6000 datasets were selected randomly from
the original database via data pre-processing. Four kernel
functions including kP, kG, kP+G, and kPÆG were employed
to construct the SVM models. The relevant parameter of
polynomial kernel d was set between 2 and 10 and the
parameter of RBF kernel c was set at 10�3, 10�2, 10�1,
100, 101, 102, respectively. The result shows that the com-
bined kernel, kGÆP has a better performance than the other
approaches. Next, these kernels were applied to L–J
method for feature selection. In addition to accuracy, the
important feature will be selected.
Table 6
A comparison of performance of feature selection

Methods Number of features Sensitivity

Full Reduc

Neural network 14 0.4478 0.3963
SVM (L–J based)

kP 13 0.4689 0.4655
kG 13 0.4929 0.4805
kP+G 13 0.5143 0.4830
kPÆG 13 0.5373 0.4987
By using the kernel function to L–J method, we selected
the important features using the influence index aj. For
instance, when the kPÆG was employed, a total of 13 anthro-
pometrical attributes were selected, including age, weight,
waist circumference, right thigh circumference, left thigh
circumference, right leg circumference, left leg circumfer-
ence, breast width, volume of trunk, surface area of trunk,
volume of left arm, volume of right arm and volume of
right leg.

5.3. Comparisons

In order to explain the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, the collected data were also analyzed by the
backpropagation neural network. In this study, Profes-

sional II Plus software was used to perform the computa-
tion. The result showed that the structure 33-12-1
provided a better performance when the learning rate was
0.15 and the momentum was 0.75. After that, we pruned
the network based on index Pi. Pi is the priority index of
the input nodes in backpropagation neural network struc-
ture. It can be defined as follows (Su, Hsu, & Tsai, 2002):

P i ¼
Xn

i¼1

Xm

j¼1

Xs

k¼1

jW ij � V jkj ð5:1Þ

where Wij is the weight between the ith input node and the
jth hidden node, Vjk is the weight between the jth hidden
node and the kth output node, and Pi is the sum of abso-
lute multiplication values of the weights Wij and Vjk.

Based on the definition, the input nodes with Pi < 1.65
from the network were removed. Finally, 14 anthropomet-
rical factors were determined, including weight, waist cir-
cumference, left forearm circumference, right forearm
circumference, right thigh circumference, left thigh circum-
ference, right leg circumference, breast width, hip profile
area, volume of trunk, surface area of trunk, volume of left
arm, volume of right arm and volume of left leg.

SVM based and neural network based models were
assessed by the epidemiology based indices, namely, sensi-
tivity and specificity. In addition, accuracy was employed
to evaluate their performance. We selected 13 and 14 fea-
tures from SVM based and neural network based method,
respectively. As shown in Table 6, we found that the neural
network based model is inferior to SVM based approach in
terms of the three indices. We also found that the sensitiv-
ity was decreased; however, the specificity was increased in
Specificity Accuracy

ed Full Reduced Full Reduced

0.7186 0.7289 0.6883 0.6233

0.7356 0.7639 0.7033 0.67
0.7368 0.7693 0.7083 0.6767
0.7396 0.7699 0.7133 0.6783
0.743 0.7790 0.72 0.69
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both neural network based and SVM based method. This
means that the ability of testing TN (true negative)
improved but it deteriorated on test TP (true positive).
Indeed, this is not favorable for diagnosing. Fortunately,
the decrease range observed was small. Also the specificity
increase would be beneficial in minimizing the cost of
developing new medicines for hypertension. Furthermore,
the accuracy of SVM based model is better than neural net-
work based approach. SVM based method also showed
fewer decreasing percentage after feature selection.

5.4. Discussion

After the feature selection, the common anthropometric
factors including weight, waist circumference, right thigh
circumference, left thigh circumference, breast width, vol-
ume of trunk, surface area of trunk and volume of right
arm were collected by SVM based and neural based
method, separately. A number of researches are concerned
about X syndrome or cardiovascular disease, and the indi-
ces BMI and WHR are often employed in their investiga-
tions (Chen, Lin, Tsai, & Chou, 2000b; Kim et al., 2001).
However, some researches indicate that BMI and WHR
without the significant position could be disapproving.
For instance, it makes the BMI imprecise because the pure
height and/or weight measure varies significantly across
ethnic groups. In clinical research, most of the syndromes
and cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension are
derived from abnormal diet behavior aside from environ-
mental and psychological factors. The behaviors, in partic-
ular, preferring greasy food, have been found to bring
many changes to the human body size. The findings of this
study also specify that larger trunk and weight are signifi-
cant factors that cause hypertension. In addition, similar
to other studies previously conducted, our study consid-
ered waist circumference as a predictor of hypertension
(Lin et al., 2002). Moreover, as for thigh circumference,
the accumulation of fat, especially viscera fat was noted
to result in a wider thigh circumference. In clinical practice,
our method presents a good way to predict cardiovascular
disease, such as hypertension.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we represent a SVM based procedure of
feature selection by using L–J method. First, we used four
kernels including polynomial kernel, RBF kernel, multipli-
cation kernel (kGÆP) and summation kernel (kG+P) to con-
struct the SVM model. Our experiments show that the
multiplication kernel has the best performance both in lar-
ger and smaller data sets; summation kernel is next and
RBF kernel is last. Next, these kernels were applied to
L–J method for feature selection. The result shows that
the L–J with multiplication kernel generally has a better
performance than other approaches. Finally, a case study
on hypertension diagnosis was investigated in this paper.
We selected 13 anthropometrical factors that need to be
considered by people suffering from hypertension. Except
for the indices BMI and WHR, we also found that some
anthropometrical factors like wider thigh circumference
will bring the risk of hypertension. The result provides a
new guide in preventive medicine for hypertension diagno-
sis. In addition to our proposed approaches, the backprop-
agation neural network was employed for feature selection
and compared with our approach. Three indices, such as
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were used to evaluate
the performance of these two methods. Implementation
results show that our method is better than the neural net-
work based approach. After feature selection, sensitivity
and accuracy are reduced and specificity is increased.
Although a decreased sensitivity is not good at diagnosing,
fortunately, the decreased range is small. Naturally, the
ability of explanation is decreased due to fewer features
noted in the prediction model. Next, the ability of testing
TN is good at saving the cost of developing new medicines
for hypertension. In summary of the above, SVM with
combined kernel functions by using L–J method seems to
be a feasible approach for feature selection.

As compared with neural network based method, L–J
approach with combined kernel functions was observed to
have a better performance. In addition, L–J method has
the advantage on the basis of a single training run and is eas-
ier to compute for feature selection as compared with other
SVM based methods. However, the computation speed is
relatively slow when the kernel functions are complicated.
Hence, this subject is worth investigating in the future.
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